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Executive Summary 
 
Reliable access to clean, affordable electricity is a matter of equity and justice. Yet 
communities of color, rural communities, and low-wealth people are more likely to lack 
access to this basic life necessity, often leaving them without the ability to heat their 
homes, cook their food, access school, work, and health care, and more. Indeed, 
marginalized groups are more likely to experience power outages, shoulder 
burdensome energy costs, and live near factories and facilities that spew toxic pollution 
into our air, land, and water.  
 
These communities have contributed the least to climate change yet bear its greatest 
costs. This paper explores this injustice as it relates to people’s ability to generate their 
own electricity using solar panels on their properties and in their communities. 
Customer-owned electricity generation is one avenue by which underserved North 
Carolinians and others around the nation can right historical wrongs by creating more 
reliable access to electricity and, in so doing, protect themselves from the climate crisis 
and build wealth.  
 
In North Carolina, as across the nation, high energy costs disproportionately burden 
low-wealth households, which bear a high cost of energy relative to their income. 
According to the North Carolina State Energy Office, nearly 1.5 million North 
Carolinians are “energy-burdened,” meaning that they pay a high proportion of their 
income on energy costs. The problem is acute in North Carolina, which sits in the top 
half of states with the highest energy burden for low-wealth ratepayers.  
 
As the country transitions to a clean energy economy, low-wealth communities must be 
able to reap equitable benefits of renewable energy — and not bear disproportionate 
costs, monetary or otherwise, associated with projects to modernize the electrical grid. 
In short, we must advance energy equity.  
 
One critical way to do that is to broadly enable and incentivize customer-owned 
generation, the ability to generate one’s own electricity and sell the surplus back to 
energy companies. Customer-owned generation promotes individual ownership (and 
wealth generation) of energy production while also protecting people and communities 
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from energy disruption due to natural or human-caused disasters. Typically, people 
generate their own electricity through solar panels on the rooftops of homes or 
buildings on their properties (residential solar) or by subscribing to a share of solar 
panels on large plots of land owned by multiple stakeholders (community solar). Both 
types enable people to reduce spending on energy and reap the many benefits of 
renewable energy production.  
 
Unfortunately, buying and installing solar arrays on personal property is often 
prohibitively expensive and financially out of reach for all but wealthy (and 
disproportionately white) homeowners. While community solar is often more 
financially feasible, lower-wealth households face specific barriers to community solar 
subscription services, and the state has not reached its full potential in expanding such 
services and projects.  
 
Meanwhile, the laws and regulations governing customer-owned generation in North 
Carolina are complicated and ever-shifting, making it difficult for customers to estimate 
the costs and benefits of “going solar” — rooftop or otherwise. The state must offer low-
wealth people more resources so they can own, finance, or subscribe to solar projects. 
And utility companies in North Carolina (and across the nation) must fairly pay 
ratepayers for the energy they provide the grid, as well as the many grid services that 
result from customer-owned generation, such as reduced energy load and improved 
resilience to widespread power outages. 
 
This brief identifies policy barriers to customer-owned generation and explores policy 
solutions in North Carolina. It aims to help those who are working to educate the North 
Carolina public around customer-owned generation and advocate for policy solutions 
that support it and offers lessons for those working toward similar goals in other states. 
It also urges North Carolina lawmakers to adopt specific policy recommendations that 
will reduce regulatory hurdles around customer-owned generation and create a more 
equitable energy policy landscape. 
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To boost social equity and assist low-wealth ratepayers as the state transitions to a clean 
energy economy, North Carolina should:  
 
1. Use retail rates for “net metering” (whereby people who generate their own energy 
are compensated for electricity they transfer to utility companies) for all households, 
especially low-wealth households. The state should require utility companies to 
compensate “net metering customers” at the rate they charge other customers per 
kilowatt hour (KW) of electricity (also known as the “retail rate”). To advance energy 
equity, North Carolina should pass legislation that would: 
 

● Bar utility companies from compensating low-wealth net metering customers at 
lower rates (also known as the “avoided cost” rate). 
 

● Bar utility companies from charging low-wealth net metering customers 
additional, unjustified fees to access the grid or pay other unjustified expenses to 
discourage customer-owned generation.  

 
● Require utility companies to compensate people who subscribe to programs that 

generate electricity at the community level (community solar) at the same rate 
they compensate people who generate electricity via solar panels on their 
rooftops or properties (residential solar).  

 
2. Incentivize low-wealth people to generate their own electricity on their own 
properties or in their own communities. North Carolina should:  
 

● Help low-wealth people participate in community solar programs by: 
 

o Developing community solar programs specifically for households that 
earn 80 percent or less of the area’s median household income level. 
  

o Permitting third-party sales of electricity to low-wealth people who 
subscribe to community solar programs.  

 
o Waiving or subsidizing subscription fees for community solar programs 

that utility companies offer to low-wealth people.  
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o Requiring Duke Energy, the state’s main provider of electricity, to build 
community solar projects that can generate enough solar energy to 
provide for the 1.5 million energy-burdened residents in the state.  

 
o Requiring utility companies to set aside a certain amount of community 

solar capacity (or subscriptions to community solar programs) for low-
wealth people.  
 

● Help low-wealth people participate in residential solar by: 
 

o Creating a subsidy program to help low-wealth homeowners cover the 
upfront cost of purchasing and installing solar arrays on their rooftops 
and/or properties.  
 

o Limiting residential solar incentives to households with incomes at 80 
percent or less of the area’s median household income level. 

  
o Ensuring low-wealth people have access to various solar financing 

options, including solar leases, which allow customers to pay for systems 
over time, and power-purchase agreements (PPAs), wherein third-party 
developers own and operate systems on customer property until owners 
purchase it, often at far lower cost and significant savings.  
 

3. Create structural conditions that promote a vibrant, competitive energy 
marketplace. North Carolina should: 
 

● End the prohibition on third-party sales of customer-generated energy to ensure 
that private companies, developers, churches, and nonprofit organizations can 
develop solar projects and sell electricity to other entities.  
 

● Launch a pilot program targeted at a subset of the low-wealth energy market 
(e.g., a constellation of community solar programs or nonprofit organizations 
serving marginalized communities, such as people who live in affordable 
housing or publicly provided or subsidized housing).  
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● Remove the prohibition on community solar projects larger than 5-megawatts to 
enable larger and more ambitious community solar projects.  

 
Once a leader in renewable energy at the regional and even national scale, North 
Carolina has fallen behind neighbors like South Carolina and Florida on this critical 
issue. The state can restore its place, and improve life for its residents, by boosting 
programs and incentives for customer-owned electricity generation. Doing so will help 
North Carolina achieve its climate and energy goals, advance energy equity, and 
increase reliable access to affordable, clean electricity for all. Fortunately, the state is 
well-positioned to do so. 
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Introduction 
 
A complex mix of policies and practices, including gerrymandering, mortgage and 
lending discrimination, and structural disinvestment, has created segregated, under-
resourced communities that are especially vulnerable to environmental and climate 
catastrophes.1 These communities are more likely to comprise low-wealth people, 
people of color, and be in rural areas. In other words, they comprise people who have 
contributed the least to climate change yet are experiencing its worst effects, including 
those related to energy.2  
 
These communities are more likely to experience extended power outages in the wake 
of intense storms and extreme weather, which are increasing as our planet warms, 
leaving them without the power they need to meet their basic needs and fuel their daily 
lives. These effects are especially prominent in communities that also experience high 
energy costs relative to household income, leaving them without reliable, ongoing 
access to affordable, clean energy.  
 
The solution is “energy equity,” the ability of those most harmed by inequitable 
systems of government participation, economic investment, and environmental 
pollution to explicitly benefit from a fair energy system.3 To quote Will McNamara, an 
energy policy analyst at Sandia National Laboratories, achieving energy equity would 
ensure that: 
 

Underserved communities receive the benefits resulting from grid 
modernization efforts across the electric system, and do not 
disproportionately incur costs, both monetary and non-monetary, to 
maintain parts of the system that do not result in direct benefits for 
their communities.   

 
As McNamara and his colleagues wrote last year in The Electricity Journal, energy equity 
requires an energy system that is “systematically fair, just, and impartial regardless of 
race, geography, social standing, or economic position.”4 This is, by and large, not the 
case in North Carolina or across the nation. Indeed, low-wealth people, communities of 
color, and people who live in rural areas are largely shut out of decision-making 
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processes related to their energy use and unable to reap the full and fair benefits of our 
transition to clean energy. 
 
One way to open the door to energy equity is by enabling people to buy and install 
solar panels on the rooftops of their homes or buildings or on their properties 
(residential solar) or purchase a share of solar panels on large plots of land owned by 
multiple stakeholders (community solar). These forms of customer-owned electricity 
generation promote energy equity through individual ownership of energy production; 
owners benefit from lower energy costs and less pollution from dirty energy.  
 
North Carolina has committed to slashing its carbon emissions 70 percent below 2005 
levels by 2030 and achieving carbon neutrality by 2050. In 2022, Duke Energy (Duke 
Energy Carolinas, LLC, and Duke Energy Progress, LLC), the state’s largest supplier of 
electricity, submitted a draft plan to the North Carolina Utilities Commission (NCUC), 
the state agency that regulates North Carolina’s energy market, to meet those goals.  
 
But the plan fails in three key ways:  
 

● First, Duke Energy did not meaningfully engage low-wealth people in the 
planning process, effectively shutting them out of decisions that greatly affect 
their lives.  
 

● Second, its plan ignores concerns relating to the affordability of electricity and of 
equity across communities.  
 

● Third, it overlooks the tremendous potential customer-owned generation has to 
meet the state’s ambitious carbon emission reduction goals while also achieving 
other critical goals, such as improving public health, narrowing social inequality, 
and building energy wealth and reliability, particularly among low-wealth 
communities.  

 
And yet, at the end of 2022, NCUC announced it had issued an order to adopt Duke 
Energy’s initial carbon plan. Clearly, North Carolina has not made energy equity in the 
form of customer-owned generation a focus of its shift to renewable energy. 
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A Primer on Customer-owned Generation 
 
The generation and delivery of electricity uses investor-owned utilities, for-profit 
entities like Duke Energy that are owned by shareholders and that generate electricity 
and deliver it using a grid system. Because it is less expensive to have only one grid, 
states have granted a monopoly to one utility company or multiple utilities that did not 
compete. To protect consumers, states also regulate the price that utilities are able to 
charge for making and delivering electricity. 
 
Utility commissions use rate hearings for this purpose. The idea is to allow Duke 
Energy and other utilities to recover costs, including money invested in building new 
electricity generation plants or additional grid systems. Since Duke Energy is planning 
to make these types of investments to reduce its carbon emissions, it has asked the 
NCUC for permission to raise rates. In 2022, Duke Energy asked NCUC to allow it to 
increase customer rates by 18 percent over three years to account for capital projects to 
modernize its electrical grid. Under this rate increase, the average Duke Energy 
customer’s monthly bill would increase from $126.43 to $141.15 — or almost $200 per 
year.5 
 
It is possible, however, to have multiple sources of generation. Rooftop solar is a good 
example. Customers who own their own means of electricity generation on their roofs 
can bypass the monopoly utility and deliver electricity directly to their home or 
business. This is only economically feasible on a collective scale, however, if owners sell 
electricity that they do not use back to utilities. To encourage renewable energy, states 
require utilities to buy unused electricity, but state laws vary concerning how this is 
done.  
 
There are important differences between customer-owned generation and utility-owned 
generation. The latter limits people’s power to choose the sources of energy that 
produce the electricity they consume; an environmentalist, for example, may oppose 
dirty forms of energy production, such as coal or fracked gas, but has little say in the 
matter as a customer of utility-owned generation. Moreover, investor-owned utilities 
are beholden to shareholders as opposed to ratepayers, which creates a complex set of 
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incentives that often emphasize profit-driven motives over concerns about clean energy, 
healthy and safe environments, or a sustainable climate. 
 
By comparison, when people produce their own electricity via solar panels, they can 
decrease spending on energy and sell additional, unused electrical power to the utility 
company. That, in turn, decreases household energy burdens, especially among low-
wealth people. It follows, then, that increasing customer-owned generation projects will 
help people build wealth and increase their resilience to energy problems caused by 
technology, natural disasters, and rising energy costs. It will also spur statewide 
economic development and spark job creation in manufacturing, installation, 
construction, and maintenance of renewable energy. 
 
Image 1. Rooftop and community solar systems 

Image 1. Customer-owned energy generation takes many forms, 
including solar panels installed directly onto a residential property 
(residential solar). It helps homeowners generate their own electricity 
during the sunniest part of the day and store that energy for darker 
evening time. Credit: Omaha Public Power District. 

Community solar captures solar energy from offsite sources (as 
opposed to directly on the building, as with rooftop solar). It helps 
renters, larger groups, businesses, and nonprofit organizations access 
solar energy through a subscription service. Credit: North Carolina 
Sustainable Energy Association. 

 
As mentioned, state law determines what happens when people generate their own 
renewable electricity and sell unused kilowatt hours back to the utility company, a 
process known as "net metering." State laws determine compensation rates these "net 
metering" customers receive for excess electricity they produce and sell back to the 
utility.  
 
Under typical net metering laws, utility companies compensate customers for energy 
they produce and sell at either the rate they charge all ratepayers (the “retail rate”) or at 

https://www.oppd.com/residential/residential-rates/customer-owned-generation/
https://energync.org/community-solar/
https://energync.org/community-solar/
https://energync.org/community-solar/
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a rate they estimate it costs them to generate and deliver the electricity to consumers 
(the “avoided cost” rate, which reflects avoided expenses because others generated and 
delivered the electricity on their behalf). The retail rate is based on the net metering 
capacity offset by any energy consumed on the grid in a one-to-one ratio. The retail rate 
is generally significantly higher than the avoided cost rate because it encompasses 
transmission and distribution costs to maintain the electric system. Customers who 
produce their own electricity deserve to receive the retail rate because, almost like a 
small, independent business, they are producing energy in a more cost-effective manner 
and should be able to reap those financial benefits.  
 
Energy resilience and energy democracy 
 
Customer-owned generation has benefits that go beyond affordability because it is a 
form of distributed energy generation, whereby electricity is “generated at or near the 
point of use,” such as on rooftops, in microgrids (small grid systems that serve several 
buildings), or via nearby wind turbines.6 When people generate their own electricity, 
they consume it onsite, in the case of residential solar, or close to its source, in the case 
of community solar. This contrasts with utility-owned energy generation, which is 
produced farther away — sometimes hundreds of miles away in a neighboring city or 
state. As such, customer-owned generation- when coupled with battery storage- 
promotes “energy resilience” — the ability to access uninterrupted electricity and to 
withstand power losses — and “energy democracy” — the notion that all people, of all 
backgrounds and identities, deserve equitable and affordable access to the power that 
fuels their lives. 
 
When energy is produced and consumed closer to its source, less stress is placed on the 
electricity grid, which promotes energy resilience during mass power outages, an 
increasingly common occurrence as our planet warms and storms intensify.7 Further, 
when people own and manage the electricity they produce, they have more decision-
making power over it — from the types of energy they use (renewable energy) to the 
specific environmental justice concerns they want to address in their communities.  
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Barriers to customer-owned generation 
 
Customer-owned generation holds significant promise for advancing energy equity. 
Indeed, it could be a significant tool for low-wealth families to lower their electricity 
costs and decrease their energy burden (the share of household income that goes to 
energy). Unfortunately, low-wealth families face two major barriers to generating their 
own electricity. The first is they need a rooftop that they own (which renters lack) or can 
access on which to install solar panels. The second is the high, sometimes exorbitant, 
upfront costs of installing solar panels on private residential property. 
 
These barriers prevent many low-wealth people, a disproportionate number of whom 
are people of color, from generating their own electricity. Indeed, households with 
residential solar are more likely to enjoy a variety of societal privileges, according to a 
2022 report by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, which is managed by the 
University of California in affiliation with the U.S. Department of Energy. The report 
found that these households are more likely to identify as white, middle-aged people 
who speak English, who work in the fields of business or finance, or who own 
expensive homes.8 
 
The good news is that the share of low-wealth people who generate their own electricity 
is growing; in fact, it has roughly doubled since 2010.9 To advance energy democracy 
and build energy resilience, we must keep this momentum going via financial resources 
to help low-wealth people cover upfront costs of customer-owned generation or a 
subscription to a community solar program that offers immediate, meaningful savings. 
This latter option is an overlooked but equally powerful tool to advance energy equity. 
 
Specious arguments about “cross subsidies” 
 
Not long ago, utility companies worried that new technology enabling customers to 
generate their own electricity (that is, through privately owned solar panels) would 
cause them to leave en masse, which would then spur massive revenue losses while 
also saddling utility companies with the huge cost of maintaining the electrical grid as 
well as their complex systems to generate, transmit, and distribute electricity to millions 
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of consumers.10 Their ultimate fear: profit losses, downsizing, layoffs, and even 
bankruptcy. 
 
Under their logic, if people consume significantly less utility-owned electricity, or leave 
the grid entirely, then demand will fall. Prices will then rise because utility companies 
will have less revenue with which to maintain the grid, and they will likely pass those 
expenses on to a smaller number of consumers — a concept known as “cross-
subsidies.” 
 
Cross subsidization occurs if and when utility companies raise electricity prices for 
traditional customers so they can recover grid maintenance costs that are no longer 
supported by people who generate their own electricity and sell it back to the utility 
(that is, net metering customers). These customers reduce or eliminate electricity 
consumption from utility companies but may still rely on them from time to time.11 
These claims are baseless because any problem that may arise can be addressed using a 
number of regulatory policies, including companies charging net metering customers 
interconnection and monthly fees. Loosening restrictions on and incentivizing 
customer-owned generation will enable consumers to play a larger role in supplying 
energy to meet growing demand, which will lessen pressure on utilities to maintain and 
expand the grid. 
 
In fact, empowering people to generate their own electricity produces value for utility 
companies, and for the electrical grid, because it reduces congestion, balances the load, 
and makes the grid more resilient and reliable.12 Customer-owned generation reduces 
the costs utility companies pay to generate, transmit, and distribute electricity because 
users absorb many of those costs themselves, such as the cost of renting, owning, and/or 
maintaining property on which electricity is generated.13 
 
Additional benefits 
 
There are many other benefits of customer-owned generation. These include lower-cost 
energy from avoided infrastructure investment and added value to the electricity grid, 
more environmentally friendly energy from clean energy integration, and overall 
improvements in resiliency from reduced burden on the grid as our climate changes.14 
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In short, customer-owned generation enhances our existing electricity system, a value 
that should be incorporated into the price utility companies pay for that electricity.15  

Backing these claims, most studies sponsored by state utility commissions show that 
retail rates of compensation for net metering customers contribute net benefits to the 
grid, utility companies, and non-net metering customers.16 For instance, a study 
conducted in 2014 by Nevada’s public utility commission estimated that individual 
solar installations would reduce demand on the grid, leading to fewer costly grid 
upgrades.17  
 
All told, the individual solar installations provided $166 million in savings for both net 
metering and non-net metering customers over the lifetime of all customer-owned 
generation systems installed through 2016. That same year, Mississippi’s utility 
commission conducted a study that found that customers who generated their own 
electricity lowered rates for all customers, relieved pressure on the state’s grid during 
peak demand times, and helped utility companies avoid costly infrastructure upgrades. 
Supporting these findings, a 2016 report from the Brookings Institution, an independent 
think tank in Washington, D.C., concluded that “net metering is more often than not a 
net benefit to the grid and all ratepayers.”18  
 
Improved public and environmental health 
 
Customer-owned electricity generation also improves public and environmental health.  
Traditionally, utility companies have burned coal and natural gas to generate electricity, 
polluting our air, water, and land and emitting harmful greenhouse gases that cause 
our climate to warm. Burning coal and natural gas emits coal ash and methane, two 
pollutants linked to a variety of health problems.  
 
Coal ash, a catch-all term for leftover waste from burning coal, typically contains 
arsenic, chromium, lead, mercury and other substances harmful to human and animal 
health.19 Though coal ash isn’t formally classified as a hazardous substance by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), its short- and long-term health impacts — 
ranging from nausea, vomiting, and dizziness to liver and kidney damage and cancer 
— warrant a stronger classification.20 Coal ash can be inhaled and, if not properly 
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disposed of, can contaminate groundwater, including water in private wells, which is 
often used for drinking and yet is largely unregulated and untested.21  
 
In 2014, Duke Energy spewed 39,000 tons of toxic coal ash — the equivalent of 39,000 
pickup trucks’ worth — into the Dan River in Eden, a small town in the northern part of 
North Carolina. A week after the spill, the amount of arsenic in the river — a toxic 
chemical linked to lung and skin cancer and, in high enough doses, death — was four 
times higher than water quality standards the state set to safeguard public health, 
according to North Carolina’s Department of Environment and Natural Resources. The 
ensuing public health disaster drastically impacted communities that rely on the river 
for water to drink, cook, clean, and bathe.22  
 
Exposure to toxic coal pollution threatens low-wealth people and communities of color 
in particular. In Eden, a largely white community, one in five residents lives at or below 
the federal poverty line. Meanwhile, the EPA estimates that at least 1.5 million people of 
color live near some 300 power plants — and their dangerous coal ash pits — around 
the country.23,24 
 
Methane is a byproduct of burning natural gas that contributes to planetary heating and 
unevenly affects low-wealth people and communities of color. Breathing methane 
increases the chance people will develop cancer, is linked to damage to the immune, 
neurological, reproductive, respiratory, and other systems, and is associated with 
developmental problems, according to the Environmental Defense Fund.25  
 
People of color face higher risk of exposure to methane; some 1 million of the nation’s 
50 million Black people, for example, live near natural gas facilities that emit methane 
and other pollutants. Uneven exposure to methane and substances emitted by plants 
that burn natural gas elevates individuals’ risk of developing cancer.26 Indeed, 
communities in counties near natural gas plants face cancer risk far above the EPA’s 
level of concern for methane gas exposure.27 
 
Replacing electricity produced by coal and gas for electricity produced by the sun, 
wind, and other renewable sources reduces climate change-related air pollution risks, 
according to a 2018 report published by the nonprofit organization Environment 
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America.28 In fact, improved air quality caused by increased uptake of electricity 
produced by wind turbines and solar panels prevented between 3,000 and 12,700 deaths 
from lung disease in the United States from 2007 to 2015, Environment America found.29 
This transition also reduced harmful emissions from dirty sources of energy, the 
leading cause of climate change. 
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Case Study: The Fight for Energy Affordability in North Carolina 
 
In 2021, North Carolina enacted the Energy Savings Act (House Bill 951), an ambitious 
law that requires the state to reduce carbon emissions by 70 percent below 2005 levels 
by 2030 and to achieve “carbon neutrality” (that is, eliminate or offset all carbon 
emissions) by 2050.30 This mandate presents a significant opportunity to curb energy-
related causes of climate change in a meaningful, community-centered way. 
Unfortunately, the North Carolina Utilities Commission (NCUC), the agency charged 
with overseeing the state’s transition to carbon neutrality, delegated plan development 
to Duke Energy, the state’s main electricity provider. The company essentially has 
monopoly power over electricity in the state, serving some 4 million North Carolina 
households and generating 90 percent of the electricity used in the state.31,32 
 
If implemented, Duke Energy's plan33 would unduly proliferate carbon pollution and 
exacerbate the challenges low-wealth North Carolinians face in paying for electricity. By 
expanding natural gas production and building out unproven and expensive nuclear 
and hydrogen technology, which have high associated capital expenditures, customers 
will see higher rates, and low-wealth customers will ultimately bear disproportionate 
costs.  
 
Shockingly, Duke Energy’s plan overlooks opportunities to accelerate the transition to 
renewable energy via customer-owned electricity generated by power provided by the 
sun. Rather, it expands the state’s reliance on natural gas production and nuclear energy; 
the former proliferates methane emissions and the latter is costly and unproven. By 
2050, Duke Energy’s plan would increase its capacity to burn natural gas by 11,700 
megawatts,34 nearly double its current capacity.35 Nor does Duke Energy account for the 
full environmental and health impacts of switching to natural gas or of the additional 
economic burden of doing so, which unduly impacts low-wealth and rural people and 
communities of color, which have already borne disproportionate environmental and 
economic costs of natural gas emissions.36  
 
Burning natural gas releases nitrogen oxides and methane gas, which are linked to 
asthma, lung disease, and other health problems and to environmental impacts, such as 
poor air quality and climate warming.37,38 Due to systemic racism in lending practices 
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and zoning laws, people of color, especially those who are low wealth, are more likely 
than other groups to live near oil refineries, gas plants, and other dirty energy 
infrastructure.39 Higher and disproportionate exposure to these facilities’ toxic 
emissions corresponds to higher rates of respiratory problems.40 
 
Duke Energy claims that transitioning to natural gas is the “least cost” option to 
achieving the state’s climate goals, but independent research debunks this claim. 
Building solar and storage resources without additional natural gas would yield $8 to $12 
billion in electricity savings by 2030 and $18 to $23 billion in savings by 2050, according 
to a 2022 report by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., an independent research and 
consulting firm.41 Fossil Free NC, meanwhile, gives Duke Energy’s Carbon Plan an “F.” 
There is “nothing specific” in the plan to address affordability or fairness, the group 
states in its 2022 report card. A study by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
calls instead for tripling the amount of solar and onshore wind power to meet the state’s 
carbon reduction goals and reduce total customer costs.42 
 
Rising rates 
 
In 2022, urban consumers spent 14.3 percent more, on average, on their electricity bills 
than they did in 2021, according to Utility Drive, an independent news site covering the 
energy industry.43 This amount is expected to increase over the next couple of years, 
although at a slower pace as it has in recent years.44  
 
When coupled with annual rate increases,45 Duke Energy’s plan heightens energy 
burdens on all households, particularly the approximately 1.4 million North Carolinians 
living at or below the federal poverty level (about $27,750 for a family of four) — many 
of whom already struggle to pay their energy bills.46 Duke Energy’s plan will increase 
residential electricity bills between $86 to $95 per month by 2050 — or more than $1,000 
per year per household.47 These costs are predominantly the result of large expenses 
associated with the company’s expansion of nuclear reactors and gas and hydrogen 
units — and minimal investment in energy resources such as solar generation.48  
 
Last year, the North Carolina Utilities Commission directed the Low-Income 
Affordability Collaborative (LIAC), a stakeholder group of community organizations, 
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clean energy advocates, utility companies, business organizations, municipalities, and 
state agencies, to assess current energy affordability challenges facing Duke Energy’s 
residential customers. LIAC found that 29 percent qualify as low-income (i.e., their 
household incomes are less than 200 percent of the federal poverty line, which is 
$55,500 for a family of four).49 LIAC also found that 16 percent of customers met Duke 
Energy’s definition of those who are “arrears struggling” during the period studied in 
2019 and 2020. Duke Energy defined this group as customers who (1) were behind on 
paying their average bill amount for six or more months before the onset of the COVID 
pandemic or (2) were behind by twice the amount (or more) of their average bill for two 
or more months during that same pre-COVID period.50  
 
North Carolina’s experience with costly energy burdens and lack of affordable 
electricity aligns with national data. Nationwide, the cost to purchase the power to fuel 
everyday life disproportionately affects low-wealth households, which pay a greater 
share of their incomes on energy than wealthier groups.51  
 
Nearly 1.5 million North Carolinians are “overburdened” by energy costs, meaning that 
they pay more than 6 percent of their income on energy. Some even pay more for 
energy than for housing, according to the state’s department of environmental quality.52 
Households that spend more than 6 percent of their income on energy bills are 
considered to have high energy burdens.53  
 
In North Carolina, low-wealth ratepayers spend, on average, between 8 to 10 percent of 
their income on energy, according to the U.S. Department of Energy.54 This means that 
North Carolina is in the top half of states with the highest energy burden for low-wealth 
ratepayers. Households with higher energy burdens are disproportionately headed by 
low-wealth people, Black, Latino, and Native American people, older adults, renters, 
and multigenerational families.55  
 
Low-wealth North Carolinians are and will continue to be disproportionately impacted 
by rising energy costs because of systemic factors ranging from racial segregation to 
associated socioeconomic, health, educational, and financing disparities, as well as 
those relating to investment opportunities and outcomes.56 These compounding and 
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intersectional factors have led to a lack of energy-efficient and healthy housing, 
increasing an individual’s overall energy burden.  
 
Further, racial disparities exacerbate “energy poverty.” Households deemed to be 
“energy burdened” are more likely to be led by low-income Black and Latino people, 
according to the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy.57 And Black 
households’ median energy burden is significantly higher (43 percent) than non-
Hispanic white households, according to the American Council for an Energy Efficient 
Economy.58  
 
The COVID-19 pandemic exacerbated this problem. In 2020, 1 million North Carolina 
families were behind on electric, water, and sewage bills.59 Congress enacted legislation 
to help people cover utility expenses but eventually ended pandemic-related utility 
shut-off relief. Since then, these families have been forced to choose between “keeping 
the lights on” and food, water, and medicine.60 In the first quarter of 2021, according to 
the North Carolina Utilities Commission, utility companies shut off power for 20,000 
North Carolinians a month who were unable to pay their energy bills due to pandemic 
related job losses coupled with high energy costs.61  
 
While renewable energy projects offer the potential to ensure all people have reliable 
access to affordable, clean electricity, government programs and subsidies must 
prioritize energy-burdened households to support an equitable transition to renewable 
energy in North Carolina and around the country. Renewable energy projects in North 
Carolina rarely benefit the most energy-burdened communities. The images on the next 
two pages show energy costs by income across North Carolina counties, revealing 
inequitable distribution of energy costs across the state. 
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Image 2. Energy Costs for Low-Income Renters 
 

 
Credit: Leila Pedersen, North Carolina Budget & Tax Center, a project of the North Carolina Justice Center 
 
Image 3. Energy Costs for Low-Income Homes 
 

    
Credit: Leila Pedersen, North Carolina Budget & Tax Center, a project of the North Carolina Justice Center 
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Image 4. Distribution of Renewable Energy Projects across North Carolina Counties, 
2007-2020 

 

 
Credit: North Carolina Sustainable Energy Association 

 
North Carolina counties with the highest energy costs tend to have a larger portion of 
renewable energy projects. Yet the benefits of that cheap and clean source of power 
bypass lower-wealth families and instead accrue directly to the utility company and 
indirectly to the broad swath of the state’s ratepayers. These renewable energy projects 
can increase tax revenues, especially in economically distressed counties, which can 
then, in theory, be reinvested in these counties. Nevertheless, customers see no 
reduction in their electricity bills, according to the North Carolina Sustainable Energy 
Association, a Raleigh-based nonprofit advocating for clean energy.62 The association 
studied the distribution of utility-led renewable energy projects across the state (see 
Image 4) and found that counties with a high density of renewable projects rarely see 
the benefit of lower energy burdens (that is, households in these counties do not spend 
a smaller share of their household income on energy).  
 
Many renewable energy projects are not owned by individuals but rather by utilities or 
businesses.63 Take, for example, Warren County, a rural stretch of land in the 
northeastern part of the state that is known as the “birthplace of the environmental 
justice movement.” Its population of roughly 20,000 people is 50 percent Black, and the 
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county’s median income is $37,476.64 In 2020, approximately 20 percent of residents 
were living in poverty.65 Between 2007 and 2020, Warren County received nearly $170 
million in state investments in utility-led renewable energy projects.66 But due to 
widespread poverty, communities across the county still experience the state’s highest 
energy burdens.  
 
While utility-scale renewable energy projects may produce benefits such as higher tax 
revenues, these projects ignore structural issues of ownership and distribution of 
benefits and may even reinforce or exacerbate extractive practices in the production of 
electricity.  
 
Due to historic disinvestment generally, and specifically around customer-owned 
generation in communities of color, North Carolina faces an “energy divide” between 
those who benefit from renewable energy projects and those who experience high 
energy burdens. Specifically, Black Americans are less likely to have bought and 
installed rooftop solar panels than similarly situated peers of other races, according to 
an article in the journal Nature Sustainability.67 The authors add that people of color have 
more difficulty accessing energy generation and storing it, a growing concern given 
more frequent storms, floods, heat, and other weather events that increase the risk of 
extended power outages, and, at the same time, demand more electricity use (to, for 
example, cool homes in increasingly hot summers).68    
 
Macon, a town in Warren County, reflects the county’s demographic composition. 
Approximately half of the population identify as Black, and 20 percent live in poverty.69 
The average price for a kilowatt (KW) hour of electricity in the town is about 13 cents — 
about 13 percent more than the state’s average rate of 12 cents per KW hour, according 
to Find Energy, an energy-related information clearinghouse.70 This seemingly small 
difference comes to about $144 per month more in the average resident’s electric bill (or 
14 percent more than the average resident pays).71 Though this disparate rate for low-
wealth residents is not a direct consequence of utility-scale renewable energy projects, 
empowering customers to generate their own electricity has more potential to lower 
energy-related expenses as a share of income by putting money in customers’ hands.  
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Accelerating energy justice 
 
Despite these energy injustices, North Carolina has many opportunities to accelerate the 
transition to renewable energy and narrow the related economic, environmental, health, 
and social disparities facing low-wealth communities. Increasing adoption of customer-
owned generation of solar-powered electricity, particularly among low-wealth people 
and communities of color, is necessary to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050; fortunately, 
it is a feasible solution given the state’s great potential to power life by converting 
energy from the sun. 
 
North Carolina is in the top half of states with the highest sunlight annually in terms of 
kilojoules per square meter (kJ/m2), according to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control & 
Prevention.72 As of 2021, it also had more installed solar capacity than all but three other 
states, according to the Solar Energy Industry Association.73 A 2021 Environment 
America report ranked North Carolina third nationally for solar energy production 
growth.74 This promising data suggests the state can feasibly accelerate the shift from 
fossil fuels to renewable energy.  
 
There is no shortage of interest among those who sell tools that enable people to 
generate their own electricity, such as solar panels, battery storage packs, electricity 
converters, and more. Demand is also growing, and is projected to rise, especially 
considering government incentives to purchase solar panels and other renewable 
energy tools. Unfortunately, Duke Energy has a monopoly over energy production in 
North Carolina and is restricting opportunities for customers to produce their own 
clean energy and build energy reliability and wealth. A regulatory landscape that is 
more friendly to solar power, and to customer-owned generation, will help circumvent 
utility-erected roadblocks and close the renewable energy access gap among low-wealth 
customers. Simply put, increased demand for customer-owned generation begets more 
demand, which will counterbalance the utility’s political power to restrict the growth of 
customer-owned generation. 
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The Policy and Regulatory Landscape  
 
As noted above, North Carolina has installed more solar capacity than all but two other 
states in the nation.75 However, most of this capacity comes from electricity generated 
by utilities rather than customers who have installed rooftop solar or participate in a 
community solar program.76 Even though North Carolina is third in the country for 
having the most installed solar-generation capacity, it has a relatively low number of 
solar installations per 100,000 people – ranking 31st in the country.77 This indicates a low 
number of rooftop solar and community solar installations relative to the state’s 
population size.  
 
In 2022, the Institute for Local Self-Reliance (ILSR), a national research and advocacy 
organization in Minneapolis, released a scorecard that assigns points to each state based 
on how friendly its energy policies are to communities and consumers. The report, 
called the Community Power Scorecard, is grounded in in-house research and data 
from a variety of other independent organizations.78 North Carolina scored in the 
bottom half of states, with particularly low scores for policies that would incentivize 
and expand reliance on customer-owned generation.79  
 
Net metering  
 
In 1998, the North Carolina Utilities Commission opened an investigation into 
developing a statewide net metering rule.80 By 2005, the commission directed the state’s 
utility companies to make available to the state’s ratepayers net metering or customer 
credits for excess energy produced.81 Under the commission’s order, customers eligible 
for energy credits received one kilowatt hour of credit on their next monthly bill for 
every unused kilowatt hour they delivered to the grid that month.82  
 
In 2009, the commission issued an order that allowed net metering for systems that can 
generate up to 1 megawatt hour and stipulated that “credit for excess electricity 
generated during a monthly billing period shall be carried forward to the following 
monthly billing period and the credit balance reset to zero at the beginning of each 
summer billing season.” As a result, credits accrue month to month but zero out on May 
31 of each year, and customers receive no further compensation for excess energy they 
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provided and accrued over the previous year. In addition, most, if not all, of Duke 
Energy’s net metering customers in North Carolina pay monthly basic facilities charges 
and other monthly fees, such as the Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard adjustment.  
 
North Carolina had joined 38 other states in adopting policies that allowed energy 
customers to obtain credit at a retail rate for excess renewable electricity they produce 
and sell back to the grid.83 Nevertheless, participation in net metering programs across 
the country remained very low, as Image 5 shows.  
 
In North Carolina, fewer than 1 percent of energy customers (0.2 percent) participate in 
the state’s net metering program (see Image 5),84 signaling the need to increase net 
metering compensation rates and incentives. The state, however, decided to do the 
opposite and reduce the incentive for ratepayers to generate their own electricity. 
 
Image 5. Percentage of Customers Participating in Net Metering in Each State 
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Two laws enacted in recent years — the Energy Solutions for North Carolina Act 
(House Bill 951) and the Competitive Energy Solutions for North Carolina Act (House 
Bill 589) — ordered the commission to revisit the state’s net metering policies by 2027.85 
The Competitive Energy Solutions Act mandated that new compensation rates ensure 
customers who are compensated for excess energy delivered to the grid pay their “full 
fixed cost of service” and stipulates that such rates may include fixed charges. The 
Energy Solutions Act, meanwhile, directed the commission to ensure that costs 
associated with maintaining the state’s electrical grid are not shouldered by customers 
who do not participate in the state’s net metering program.  
 
These laws, in essence, opened the door for the commission and Duke Energy to weaken 
existing compensation rates, making it even harder for customers to invest and reap the 
financial benefits of generating their own electricity. In March 2023, the NCUC did 
exactly that. While its new rate plan is complicated, it ends the use of retail rates for net 
metering. Ratepayers beginning in 2023 will be reimbursed according to Duke Energy’s 
“avoided energy costs.”86 
 
The Competitive Energy Solutions Act required the commission to adopt a 
“nondiscriminatory” net metering plan only after conducting a study that identified the 
costs and benefits of customer-owned generation for all types of energy customers, 
including those who produce their own energy and those who rely on the utility to do 
so. In response, Duke Energy shared with the commission87 a study it conducted in 2021 
that it claimed meets this requirement. This claim is false: The study reviewed 
qualitative reports about the overall costs and benefits of customer-owned generation 
but it failed to quantify them.88 North Carolina Attorney General Stein said the study 
did not meet the law’s requirement to “investigate the potential benefits of customer-
sited generation.” The commission could have remedied this by overseeing an 
independent investigation without Duke Energy’s involvement. Doing so will — to 
quote former state Rep. John Szoka, a Republican from Cumberland, North Carolina, 
who sponsored House Bill 589 — avoid putting the “fox in charge of the henhouse.”89 
But it did not.  
 
Under the new order, net metering customers will earn a fraction of the compensation 
they would otherwise have received using a retail rate. Besides mandating 
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reimbursement based on “avoided costs,” the rate order stipulates a monthly minimum 
bill of $22 to $28 for customers who generate their own electricity via residential solar 
panels, significantly higher than the $14 monthly charge it places on customers who do 
not generate their own electricity.90 It also imposes additional monthly fees on net-
metering customers, such as “grid access fees” for more than 15 kilowatt hours 
generated and a charge per kilowatt hour of direct current of the customer’s system.91  
 
What’s more, the NCUC order provides no benefit for low-wealth ratepayers, other than 
a promise from Duke Energy to “explore a solar program tailored to low-income 
customers as a potential future energy efficiency (''EE”) or demand response 
program.”92 If additional fees are adopted without exemptions for low-wealth 
ratepayers, customer-owned generation will become even less feasible for those who 
already shoulder high energy burdens. 
 
Installation Incentives 
 
The state has failed in another way to support consumer-owned generation. If all states 
adopted California’s decision to subsidize rooftop solar panels, then the public would 
place less demand on the electric grid, vastly reducing needs for new infrastructure, 
according to a 2018 Solar Homes report by Environment America.93 This would, in turn, 
lower electric bills for all customers who purchase energy from utility companies. In 
states with policies that incentivize residential solar power, homeowners who generate 
their own electricity via rooftop solar panels would save, on average, between $10,000 
and $30,000 in energy costs over two decades, the report found.94 Other customers of 
energy produced by utility companies, including low-wealth people, would also see 
lower bills, according to the report.95 
 
Duke Energy currently offers a one-time rebate of up to $4,000 to cover the costs of 
residential solar projects, but demand for these rebates far exceeds supply. Offered on a 
first-come-first-serve basis, these rebates were exhausted 21 minutes after the 
application period opened, according to the North Carolina Sustainable Energy 
Association.96 
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At the state level, North Carolina incentivizes rooftop solar installation through two 
primary measures. First, it gives property owners a tax credit of 100 percent of the 
appraised value of the solar system. Of course, property owners — not tenants — can 
take advantage of this credit, meaning it disproportionately benefits affluent groups, 
which are disproportionately white. Further, tax credits are not as beneficial for those 
with limited incomes because they require high upfront costs. 
 
Second, the state mandates all investor-owned utilities to supply a certain amount of 
electricity from renewable energy sources over a certain period. This ensures the 
development of solar projects by investor-owned utilities when other incentives may 
fail. 
 
That said, North Carolina lags other states that subsidize and incentivize people who 
install solar panels on their rooftops. For instance, California’s solar initiative program, 
created in 2016, helped approximately 11,106 megawatts of customer-sited solar 
projects (solar panels and solar arrays) at more than 1 million locations across the state’s 
investor-owned utility areas by 2021.97 Another successful program helped low-wealth 
homeowners on fixed incomes cover upfront costs of rooftop solar.98 As of January 2022, 
this program helped more than 9,600 homeowners install and connect solar systems. All 
told, it has produced some 30 megawatts of solar capacity, encompassing $138 million 
in incentives.99 
 
Though California’s programs sunset in 2016, updated solar policies continue to 
support clean, affordable energy for all. Indeed, California continues to lead the nation 
in customer-owned solar generation, with over 12,500 megawatts of solar power 
produced.100 These solar incentives have successfully deployed clean, renewable energy 
to middle- and low-wealth communities. Of more than 1 million households that 
installed rooftop solar panels in 2021, the largest share was owned by middle- and low-
wealth Californians, according to a 2021 study by Berkeley’s Lawrence Lab, a national 
laboratory owned by the United States Department of Energy in Berkeley, California.101 
 
Policies at the state and federal levels that incentivize homeowners to install rooftop 
solar panels, especially those who earn relatively low incomes, help all types of 
ratepayers (that is, those who generate their own electricity and those who purchase 
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energy from utility companies). When customers generate their own energy, all 
ratepayers pay less for electricity because utility companies shoulder fewer costs to 
maintain and upgrade energy infrastructure. What’s more, all people benefit from a 
stronger electric grid, energy that produces less pollution, and a system that is more 
resilient in the face of storms and other disruptions.102 
 
Community solar 
 
While community solar programs vary from place to place, the term generally refers to 
off-site shared solar photovoltaic (PV) systems. Forty-one states, including North 
Carolina, and the District of Columbia have established community solar projects.103 
About three-fourths (74 percent) of these projects are in only four states: Florida, 
Minnesota, New York, and Massachusetts.104 
 
North Carolina, for its part, has more solar energy capacity than all but three other 
states105 but provides only about one half of 1 percent of the country’s total capacity for 
solar energy generated by community solar projects. And less than one third of 1 
percent of North Carolina’s total solar energy capacity comes from community solar 
installations.106 
 
Florida, in contrast, generates nearly one third (31 percent) of the country’s total 
community solar generation capacity, and more than 16 percent of its total solar energy 
capacity is generated from community solar installations. North Carolina’s 
underdevelopment of community solar projects is due in part to its restrictive 
community solar policies (see Image 6 on the next page).107 
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Image 6. National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s Map of Solar and Community Solar 
Deployment by State 

 

Before 2017, no North Carolina laws governed community solar installations in the 
state.108 In 2017, the state passed a law mandating an avoided cost compensation rate 
(the rate costing the utility to generate or purchase electricity from another source) for 
in-state subscribers to community solar projects. Under the Competitive Energy 
Solutions for North Carolina Act (House Bill 589), each community solar facility must 
have at least five subscribers, and no single subscriber can hold more than a 40 percent 
stake in the facility.109 To offer a community solar program, each utility must draft, 
submit, and obtain approval from the commission.  
 
Duke Energy’s proposed Community Solar Program, which has been revised and 
approved by the commission, compensates subscribers at Duke Energy’s avoided cost 
rate, or at the lowest rate allowed by law.110 Additionally, Duke Energy charges an 
upfront payment and monthly subscription fee to participate in its program.111 The 
company ostensibly encourages low- and moderate-income customers to subscribe to 
its programs112 but does not incentivize or otherwise promote participation among low-
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wealth people. Although Duke’s Community Solar Program has been approved, many 
of the details have yet to be finalized or ironed out;113 indeed, the company has yet to 
sponsor a community solar project in North Carolina. 
 
Moreover, as the result of a 2017 court ruling, only Duke Energy and electricity 
cooperatives (as explained next) are eligible to create a community solar installation. In 
2017, the North Carolina Court of Appeals affirmed a ruling by the NCUC that nullified 
an agreement between a third party and a church that would have allowed the third 
party to install solar panels on the church’s property and charge the church for 
electricity generated by its solar panels.114 Since the court ruled that state law did not 
allow third-party sales, and Duke Energy has been uninterested in creating community 
solar projects, this option has remained dormant in North Carolina except for some of 
the state's electric cooperatives.  
 
Solar cooperatives 
 
The biggest advances in community solar have come through the initiative of the state's 
electric cooperatives. North Carolinians have come together to create 26 locally owned 
electric cooperatives serving 2.5 million people.115 Together, these co-ops support 18 
community solar projects with a capacity of approximately 3 megawatts, enough to 
power roughly 500 homes (see Image 7 on the next page).116 The largest solar farm in the 
state, located in Fayetteville, North Carolina, generates close to 132,000 kilowatt hours 
of solar energy per month on average, which is enough to power about 150 homes, 
according to average monthly user rates.117       

 
This is a strong start, but Duke Energy could go much farther. In Florida, the company 
has established projects that provide more than 700 megawatts of community solar-
generated energy in the last four years alone, or 13 times the current community solar 
project amount in North Carolina. Given the state’s significant amount of sunlight,118 
Duke Energy and other cooperatives are missing a major opportunity to help people 
generate their own clean energy.  
 
As noted earlier, community solar programs, like residential ones, translate into lower 
electricity bills and reduce the share of household income that goes toward energy, 
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which disproportionately benefits low-wealth people. They also foster a more “just 
transition” to clean energy and help the state meet its renewable energy goals — all 
while developing a more stable and resilient electric grid. More research is needed to 
understand the role of cooperatives in expanding community solar access across the 
state.  
 
Image 7. North Carolina Sustainable Energy Association’s Map of 18 Community Solar 
Projects 

Image 7. Each community solar project is signified by an orange circle. The size of the circle equates to the total generation power of 
the project, so the larger circles represent community solar projects with higher generating capacity.  

North Carolina also has two limited projects incentivizing community solar 
participation among low-wealth ratepayers; indeed, they meaningfully support only 
about 100 households. The North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality 
(DEQ) subsidizes the costs of enrollment in community solar programs to help people 
save energy costs through home weatherization projects.119 Aimed at low-to-moderate 
wealth households, the project appears to be either drastically underfunded or 
underutilized: Only 49 residents and three cooperatives participate.120 The second 
project, run by the state’s Clean Energy Technology Center, provides education and 
other resources to help low-to-moderate-income people participate in community solar 
programs.121 But the project has only supported 52 low-to-moderate wealth households 
purchase subscriptions to community solar programs (lasting 10 or more years) through 
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partnerships with three electric cooperatives. Utility companies are otherwise free to 
decide how and when to deploy community solar projects and prioritize subscriptions 
for these projects. Most solar facilities have five or fewer megawatts of installed 
capacity;122 nevertheless, the law’s arbitrary five-megawatt limit is unnecessarily 
restrictive and prevents companies from pursuing more ambitious projects. At least 100 
community solar facilities across the country have a capacity greater than five 
megawatts. Duke Energy has sponsored 10 75-megawatt community solar facilities in 
Florida alone.  
 
In setting a mandated goal of only 20 megawatts of community solar generation 
capacity for the state’s largest utility, Duke Energy undercuts the state’s ability to meet 
its climate goals — and underestimates its ability to influence these goals. Duke Energy 
could play a major catalyzing role in deploying massive-scale community solar project 
facilities, as is the case with Duke Energy’s Florida projects. Instead, the utility's 
community solar development in North Carolina is stagnant.  
 
To meaningfully support low-wealth communities, North Carolina must dramatically 
expand community solar programs, whether owned by utilities, cooperatives, or others. 
Low-wealth people are only able to subscribe to community solar programs that offer 
affordable enrollment fees and promise immediate energy savings.123  
 
If the state is concerned about lower-wealth customers bearing a disproportionate cost 
of switching to solar, the North Carolina legislature must allocate funding to offset 
subscription fees and ensure immediate and meaningful bill savings for low-wealth 
people who want to generate their own electricity. The legislature must also mandate 
that at least 30 percent of the state’s community solar generation go to low-wealth 
ratepayers, similar to mandates in Connecticut, Maryland, New Jersey, and Virginia.124 
Luckily, state agencies and local governments can take advantage of federal funding 
opportunities to do so, as detailed below.  
 
Other financing mechanisms  
 
North Carolina helps residents cover the upfront costs of solar installation via third-
party financing through solar leases, which allow a customer to essentially borrow solar 
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equipment for a period of time and pay for the use of the solar system over that period 
rather than paying for power generated.   
 
The state should also change N.C. law to permit third-party power-purchase 
agreements (PPAs), in which a third-party developer owns and operates a solar energy 
system on a customer’s property. If the state allowed PPAs, a customer could purchase 
the system’s electricity at lower cost than from a monopoly utility — and without the 
high upfront cost of purchasing solar equipment. While beneficial in terms of 
environmental benefits, solar leases do not maximize the financial benefits of outright 
owning solar panels, nor do they increase the overall home value.  
 
Under current law, third-party companies may provide solar leases to North 
Carolinians who borrow money to pay for the upfront costs of rooftop solar installation, 
including solar panels and other equipment, which enables customers to put virtually 
nothing down on a rooftop solar system. Instead, customers pay the third-party lender 
a fixed monthly cost in exchange for the use of the system for a certain period, as 
stipulated in the lease contract. The third party owns and maintains the panels and 
equipment, while the customer has access to and usage of the electricity generated.  
 
In typical lease scenarios, the fixed monthly cost is based on the cost of the equipment 
and construction of the system and includes finance charges. Though unable to own the 
equipment, lease customers typically have the option to renew their contracts, upgrade 
to newer systems under a different contract, have their system removed when the lease 
period ends, or purchase the system at the end of the lease period with other customers. 
North Carolina law authorizes solar leases in Duke Energy’s service territory across the 
Carolinas, Florida, Ohio, Kentucky, and Indiana and any other rural electric cooperative 
or municipal utility that opts to do so.125  
 
To offer solar leases, companies must obtain a certificate from the North Carolina 
Utilities Commission. Only 10 companies have thus far obtained such a certification,126 
and only one has two active solar leases.127 Though the state has relatively good 
protections for consumers under solar leases, it should expand them to ensure a safe 
market for consumers regardless of whether they pay by purchase, lease, or 
subscription.128  
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Through PPAs, the third party owns, operates, and maintains the system for the length 
of the agreement; when a customer has paid off the system in full, ownership transfers 
to the customer. The monthly amount PPA customers pay is tied to the system’s 
monthly production, much like how customers pay utility companies. Under a PPA, the 
cost is set per kilowatt hour, which can be set much lower than the per kilowatt hour 
rate offered by the utility. And because PPAs are tied to production, consumers pay 
only for what the system produces. This process eliminates risks of system malfunction 
or interruption related to inclement weather and poor performance. Nevertheless, the 
state legislature retains the authority to enable and authorize them.  
 
Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) loans are another financing mechanism 
currently unavailable to residential ratepayers interested in rooftop solar in North 
Carolina. These loans, offered to residents and commercial businesses, are given at an 
amount to cover the total upfront construction costs of installing a rooftop solar system 
and paid back through an annual assessment on property taxes. PACE programs are 
enabled through state legislation and administered at the state or local level, and they 
are typically funded through private sources of capital.129  
 
While the North Carolina legislature passed a law authorizing municipalities to issue 
bonds to finance PACE assessments in 2009,130 no municipality has an active program.131 
This could be for a number of reasons, including the fact that the law does not include 
explicit language allowing for private-sector PACE funding, nor may municipalities 
issue PACE assessments unless they are approved by the state government’s Local 
Government Commission, which provides resources and guidance for budgeting and 
reporting for local governments.132 The North Carolina legislature must amend the 
enabling legislation, allowing for third-party and state-level implementation of PACE 
programs, which would make it easier for municipalities to offer these loans.133 
 
Enabling broad authority for states, municipalities, and third parties to finance (or loans 
to cover) the upfront costs of residential rooftop solar will widen the pool of ratepayers 
who will access this important asset. Tax credits and utility rebates alone are not 
enough to make community solar affordable for low-wealth residents; third-party 
financing and private-public loans will increase access to residential rooftop solar 
among low-wealth ratepayers. In short, removing barriers to PACE assessments and 
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third-party financing will increase access to rooftop solar by those who need it most: 
low-wealth communities, who are disproportionately people of color.  
 
Federal funding opportunities  
 
Inflation Reduction Act (IRA). Beginning in 2023, the federal IRA will make billions of 
federal dollars available to states to support renewable energy programs, such as 
subsidies for programs that enable people to generate their own electricity via 
residential or community solar. While the federal government has not yet issued 
guidance on exactly how the IRA will be implemented, it will clearly accelerate the 
adoption of solar power, battery storage (batteries installed to capture excess solar 
energy produced for a later time), and energy efficiency improvements (i.e., insulation, 
sealing, and energy-efficient lighting), including by low-wealth households. North 
Carolina should maximize the impact of these programs in the state. 
 
The IRA’s Home Energy Performance-Based, Whole-House Rebate Program, and High-
Efficiency Electric Home Rebate Program together make $8.8 billion available to state 
energy offices for electrifying homes. Much of this money exclusively or preferentially 
benefits low-wealth homeowners and renters, including through rebates of 100 percent 
(in other words, full compensation) on energy-efficient appliances (stoves, heat pumps, 
dryers, etc.) and weatherization for those below 80 percent of area median income 
($48,412 per household in North Carolina).134,135  
 
An additional IRA program, the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund, provides $27 billion 
to states and state green banks to finance projects that reduce carbon emissions, with 
$15 billion targeted to low-wealth communities. North Carolina and other states can use 
these funds to offer low-interest loans to low-wealth households and residential 
building managers to install solar panels on their rooftops.136 The first two programs 
help households reduce their energy use, and the third makes it more affordable than 
ever to install solar to meet that reduced demand. 
 
In addition, the IRA includes a provision that offers direct funding for clean energy 
projects to non-taxable entities like local governments.137 This provision extends the 
impact of the Production Tax Credit and Investment Tax Credit — the primary financial 
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resources for renewable energy projects for private individuals. For example, local 
governments that finance a clean energy capital project (e.g., a solar array) will be 
eligible for the direct subsidy to pay off capital expenditure-associated debt. 
Additionally, the IRA will reduce any debt incurred from the municipal project. Clean 
energy projects financed in this manner benefit municipalities that lack the financial 
resources to develop these projects. 
 
American Rescue Plan Act. Congress passed the America Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) in 
March 2021 to support Americans and the economy amid the COVID-19 pandemic. 
ARPA funds distributed through the North Carolina Department of Health and Human 
Services are available to support health and human service-related programs, including 
those that help low- and moderate-wealth people access community solar programs, 
such as the Community Solar Access for Low and Moderate-Income Utility Customers 
project and Achieving Resilience Benefits Through Utility Solar + Storage Deployment 
in Low-Income Communities project. 138 
 
The Community Solar Access for Low- and Moderate-Income Utility Customers project 
increases funds for community solar subscriptions at both cooperatives and municipal 
utilities within the state. In a second round of funding, the project will bolster support 
for energy programs that benefit low-wealth people. The program will also support 
battery storage development to improve the sustained value of community solar for 
utility companies and customers. Improved sustained value of community solar will 
look like solar battery storage to enable customers to access electricity during periods of 
power loss such as during extreme weather events. 
 
Investor-owned utilities across the nation have begun offering “community resiliency” 
programs to meet challenges associated with extended power outages and natural 
disasters, which establish commercial facilities to host utility-owned solar and storage 
systems. The Achieving Resilience Benefits Through Utility Solar + Storage Deployment 
in Low-Income Communities program, meanwhile, is designed to create models for 
electric cooperatives to become more resilient considering future climate-related 
disasters such as hurricanes. The program will bolster energy storage systems in critical 
community centers, specifically in underserved communities.  
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Bipartisan Infrastructure Law. In November 2021, President Joe Biden signed the 
bipartisan Infrastructure Investment & Jobs Act (also known as the “Bipartisan 
Infrastructure Law”), which sets aside billions for key climate and energy initiatives. 
The law makes $10 billion available to modernize the electric grid and $3.5 billion to 
help low-wealth people make their homes more energy efficient through the 
Weatherization Assistance Program.139 The law also provides funds to develop a “clean 
energy workforce,” which would provide funding to train a workforce to enforce 
updated energy efficiency building codes.140 In particular, the Energy Efficiency and 
Conservation Block Program utilizes $550 million of federal grants and loans from the 
Department of Energy to finance renewable energy, carbon neutral investments, and 
energy efficiency programs. Altogether, this funding solidly positions states to invest in 
programs that will enable residents to generate their own electricity and improve 
household energy efficiency. It will also advance the transition to renewable, clean 
energy and help the state and the nation achieve its goal to offset or eliminate carbon 
emissions.  
 
Solutions to cross subsidies  
 
Despite the many benefits of customer-owned generation, cross-subsidization need not 
be a problem despite fears surrounding it.141 Even if a utility company shifts purported 
costs associated with customer-owned generation onto customers who consume 
electricity generated by utility companies, low-wealth customers will face higher energy 
burdens (the share of their household income that goes to energy costs). Policymakers 
can address such a problem by (1) setting income limits on subsidies and incentives 
related to residential and community solar; (2) setting a fixed charge to connect to the 
state’s electric grid, with exemptions for low-wealth ratepayers; and/or (3) taking 
innovative approaches to changing rates. 
 
One such innovation is known as decoupling, a rate adjustment mechanism that allows 
utilities to profit from the number of customers served rather than the amount of power 
sold.142 With this shift, customer-owned generation and other energy efficiency 
measures no longer threaten revenue losses, and utilities can increase profits by means 
other than increasing rates per kilowatt hour of electricity produced.143 Decoupling is 
therefore a win-win for both net-metering customers and utilities, according to the U.S. 
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Department of Energy’s National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Utilities recoup fixed 
costs from customers who generate their own electricity (and who are compensated at a 
level that regulators determine is fair and reasonable). At the same time, these 
customers experience stable energy costs and associated savings.144  
 
Value-added tariffs account for the avoided cost rate plus any societal benefits of 
customer-owned generation, such as those relating to public and environmental 
health.145 Therefore, they generally result in higher compensation rates to customers 
who generate their own electricity and promote the practice across various groups.146  
 
Utility companies claim that wealthy people are the main beneficiaries of cross-
subsidies (the idea being that people who don’t generate their own electricity, who are 
more likely to be low-wealth, will face higher utility rates because they will shoulder a 
higher burden for grid maintenance and expansion). They argue that wealthier people 
can afford to purchase and install the tools and technology needed to convert solar 
power into electricity while lower-wealth consumers cannot. The class-based argument 
collapses, however, when societal support comes into view. If law and policymakers 
expand access to the tools and resources low-wealth people need to generate their own 
electricity via state-sponsored programs or subsidies, then those who continue to 
purchase electricity from utility companies will not pay higher prices. 
 
Broader reform needed 
 
More significantly, outdated utility fee structures based on cost-of-service rates must 
change. The older, traditional cost-of-service methodology contributed to overbuilding 
fossil-fuel based infrastructure and increasing electricity costs generally. Today, we live 
in a new energy environment, one that challenges traditional models offered by 
investor-owned utilities. Independent power producers such as cooperatives, 
aggregations of consumers, and individual self-generation, such as through customer-
owned projects, all demonstrate that the electricity market is competitive and that 
cheaper sources of electricity are available than those generated by investor-owned 
utilities.  
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Cheaper electricity should be available on the grid. Consequently, to the extent a utility 
company complains of the potential for lower-wealth customers to bear a higher share 
of energy costs when higher-wealth customers leave the traditional utility energy 
market, the traditional and expensive system is itself in question and should change 
accordingly. If done effectively, innovative rate schemes, such as decoupling and value-
added tariffs, will provide an equitable alternative to the current system. 
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Recommendations 

To boost social equity and assist low-wealth ratepayers as the state transitions to a clean 
energy economy, North Carolina should:  

1. Use retail rates for “net metering” (whereby people who generate their own energy
are compensated for electricity they transfer to utility companies) for all households,
especially low-wealth households.

The state currently requires utility companies to compensate “net metering customers” at 
the rate they charge other customers per kilowatt hour (KW) of electricity (also known as 
the “retail rate”). To advance energy equity, North Carolina should pass legislation that 
would:

● Bar utility companies from compensating low-wealth net metering customers at
lower rates (also known as the “avoided cost” rate).

● Bar utility companies from charging low-wealth net metering customers
additional, unjustified fees to access the grid or pay other unjustified expenses to
discourage consumer-owned generation.

● Require utility companies to compensate people who subscribe to programs that
generate electricity at the community level (community solar) at the same rate
they compensate people who generate electricity via solar panels on their
rooftops or properties (residential solar).

2. Incentivize low-wealth people to generate their own electricity on their own 
properties or in their own communities.

North Carolina should:

● Help low-wealth people participate in community solar programs by:
o Developing community solar programs specifically for households that 

earn 80 percent or less of the area’s median household income level.
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o Permitting third-party sales of electricity to low-wealth people who
subscribe to community solar programs.

o Waiving or subsidizing subscription fees for community solar programs
that utility companies offer to low-wealth people.

o Requiring Duke Energy, the state’s main provider of electricity, to build
community solar projects that can generate enough solar energy to
provide for the 1.5 million energy-burdened residents in the state.

o Requiring utility companies to set aside a certain amount of community
solar capacity (or subscriptions to community solar programs) for low-
wealth people.

● Help low-wealth people participate in residential solar by:
o Creating a subsidy program to help low-wealth homeowners cover the

upfront cost of purchasing and installing solar arrays on their rooftops
and/or properties.

o Limiting residential solar incentives to households with incomes at 80
percent or less of the area’s median household income level.

o Ensuring low-wealth people have access to various solar financing
options, including solar leases, which allow customers to pay for systems
over time, and power-purchase agreements (PPAs), wherein third-party
developers own and operate systems on customer property until owners
purchase it, often at far lower cost and significant savings.
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3. Create structural conditions that promote a vibrant, competitive energy
marketplace.

North Carolina should: 

● End the prohibition on third-party sales of customer-generated energy to ensure
that private companies, developers, churches, and nonprofit organizations can
develop solar projects and sell electricity to other entities.

● Launch a pilot program targeted at a subset of the low-wealth energy market
(e.g., a constellation of community solar programs or nonprofit organizations
serving marginalized communities, such as people who live in affordable
housing or publicly provided or subsidized housing).

● Remove the prohibition on community solar projects larger than five megawatts
to enable larger and more ambitious community solar projects.

Once a leader in renewable energy at the regional and even national scale, North 
Carolina has fallen behind neighbors like South Carolina and Florida on this critical 
issue. The state can restore its place, and improve life for its residents, by boosting 
programs and incentives for customer-owned electricity generation, which will help it 
achieve its climate and energy goals, advance energy equity, and increase reliable access 
to affordable clean electricity for all. Fortunately, the state is well-positioned to do so. 
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Conclusion 

At long last, after years of effort, we have the technology at our fingertips to generate 
our own electricity. We can install solar panels on our rooftops, in our yards, or on our 
farms. If we don’t own our homes, or if we live in apartment complexes or large 
buildings, we can subscribe to projects in our communities that generate solar-powered 
energy.  

The prospects of such power are thrilling: When we generate our own electricity, we 
save energy costs and build wealth. We can better withstand power outages due to 
storms or other disruptions, which are occurring more frequently as our planet warms. 
We can protect ourselves and our families from toxic pollution from nearby power 
plants, and we can preserve our communities from division and devastation from 
construction of natural gas pipelines and other dirty energy infrastructure.  

In short, customer-owned renewable energy positions the customer, regardless of 
geographic location or demographic background, as the economic beneficiary of 
localized renewable energy projects. It also has huge potential to narrow racial and 
economic wealth gaps. It eases the burden on those who spend the highest share of their 
incomes on electricity, who are more likely to be people of color. It means more people, 
and a more diverse population, receive the economic, environmental, and social 
benefits in the transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy. Customer-owned 
models empower low-wealth people to reduce their energy burden and build wealth 
while exercising their rights to choose their energy means. It is, quite simply, essential 
to achieving the goals of a just energy transition.  

Yet North Carolina, and the nation at large, have yet to seize the full potential of 
customer-owned energy generation. Far from it, in fact. Though not a panacea, 
customer-owned generation offers a trifold solution to address the environmental, 
economic, and social consequences of state and national renewable energy transitions. 

We can reverse this trend, and we should start in North Carolina. Given its abundant 
solar capacity and high energy burden across low-wealth communities, the state offers a 
glimpse into the potential of owning one’s own solar-powered electricity across the 
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United States. To realize this potential, we must overcome legal and regulatory hurdles, 
including strengthening net metering laws and returning benefits of electric generation 
back to customers.  
 
On a national scale, this involves reducing regulatory and permitting barriers for 
projects involving customer-owned generation; allowing consumers to engage in 
purchase agreements with third parties to finance the large upfront costs of solar 
installation; and ensuring adequate consumer protections for customers. Achieving 
these goals will facilitate a transition away from fossil fuel emissions to customer-
owned renewable energy that is more just and equitable for all. Advancing customer-
owned generation is a key step on our nation’s long journey toward energy equity; we 
must fully pursue its potential. 
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Appendix: Energy Justice Glossary 
 
Avoided cost: the rate a utility company estimates it costs to generate and deliver 
electricity to consumers, which reflects avoided expenses because others generated and 
delivered the electricity on their behalf 
 
Battery storage: a battery device that captures energy for later consumption (e.g., 
energy consumed after sundown or during an outage) 
 
Carbon neutrality: net zero carbon emissions, balancing the net release and net removal 
of carbon from the atmosphere  
 
Clean energy: energy from renewable, zero-carbon emission sources, i.e., solar energy 
 
Clean energy workforce: highly skilled workforce to manufacture, design, and build 
clean energy projects 
 
Community solar: a project in which multiple stakeholders invest through a 
subscription service 
 
Competitive Solutions for North Carolina Act: mandates that new compensation rates 
ensure customers who are paid for excess energy delivered to the grid pay their “full 
fixed cost of service” and stipulates that such rates may include fixed charges 
 
Customer-owned generation: the ability to generate one’s own electricity and sell the 
surplus back to energy companies; opposite of utility-owned generation, in which the 
utility owns the electricity and sells it to the customer 
 
Decoupling: a rate adjustment mechanism that allows utilities to profit from the 
number of customers served rather than the amount of power sold 
 
Dirty energy: energy sources that accelerate climate change, predominantly from fossil 
fuels like oil, natural gas, and coal  
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Energy burden: the share of household income that goes toward energy expenses 
 
Energy divide: the gap between those who benefit from renewable energy projects and 
those who experience high “energy burdens” (see above entry) 
 
Energy efficient lighting: bulbs that reduce electricity demand  
 
Energy equity: when historically marginalized people reap equitable benefits of 
renewable energy — and don’t bear disproportionate costs, monetary or otherwise, 
associated with projects to modernize the electrical grid 
 
Energy justice: equity in the energy production and distribution system across 
background, e.g. geographic location, nationality, income, or race 
 
Environmental justice communities: communities subjected to higher rates of 
environmental hazards, such as industrial facilities and highways 
 
Environmental justice movement: born in 1982 in Warren, North Carolina, a response 
to the disparities in environmental pollution in low-wealth and communities of color 
 
Energy Solutions for North Carolina Act: directs the North Carolina Utilities 
Commission to ensure that costs associated with maintaining the state’s electrical grid 
are not shouldered by customers who do not participate in the state’s net metering 
program 
 
Home weatherization projects: process of protecting a home’s interior from the 
elements (e.g., cold air, warm, humid air, or moisture) 
 
Insulation: material that reduces heat loss or heat gain by creating a barrier between the 
inside of the home and the outside; can reduce energy consumption 
 
Investor-owned utilities: private, monopoly corporations that generate and distribute 
electricity across a specific service territory 
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Just transition: ensuring fairness and equity in the transition to a clean, sustainable 
climate future for all people regardless of background 
 
Kilowatt hours: equivalent to 1,000 watts per hour, commonly used in billing by electric 
companies  
 
Megawatt hours: unit of measurement to describe the amount of energy produced by 
one megawatt over the course of an hour 
 
Net metering: when people generate their own renewable electricity and sell unused 
kilowatt hours back to the utility company 
 
Power-purchase agreements: an agreement in which a third-party developer owns and 
operates a solar energy system on a customer’s property and then the customer can 
purchase the system’s electricity at lower cost than from a monopoly utility — and 
without the high upfront cost of purchasing solar equipment 
 
Property Assessed Clean Energy loans: offered to residents and commercial 
businesses, given at an amount to cover the total upfront construction costs of installing 
a rooftop solar system and paid back through an annual assessment on property taxes; 
enabled through state legislation and administered at the state or local level; and 
typically funded through private sources of capital 
 
Residential solar: a solar panel system designed for a home rooftop 
 
Retail rate: the rate at which utility companies compensate customers for energy they 
produce and sell  
 
Rooftop solar: solar panel system placed on a rooftop that captures sunlight to produce 
electricity  
 
Sealing: reduces drafts and heat loss by eliminating air leaks in homes and buildings 
 
Solar arrays: a group of solar panels 
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Solar farm: large collection of solar panels gathering energy from the sun to convert to 
electricity  
 
Solar lease: a financing strategy that allows a customer to essentially borrow solar 
equipment for a period of time and pay for the use of the solar system over that period 
rather than paying for power generated 
 
Solar panels: devices that convert energy from the sun into electricity  
 
Third-party sales: financing solution where a solar company owns the rooftop system 
while the homeowner uses the electricity produced  
 
Value-added tariffs: a rate scheme that accounts for the avoided cost rate (see entry 
above) plus any societal benefits of customer-owned generation, such as those related to 
public and environmental health 
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